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General theme and area

• Natural signals are:

– Highly structured
– Predictable
– Redundant

• One guiding principle (Barlow’s) for the design of sensory systems is that
they should provide: a statistically efficient representation of environmental
information

• A neural version of this efficient coding hypothesis is that the role of sensory
processing is to remove statistical redundancy or increase independence between
neural responses to natural stimuli.

• GOAL: Efficient encoding of natural signals (specifically static images and
sounds)
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Previous, related work

• This hypothesis has led researchers to ‘derive’ models of sensory processing
directly from the statistics of natural signals.

– ICA, ...

• In many approaches a linear basis is optimised so as to make the responses as
independent as possible.

• The basis functions which result have been shown to have similar properties to
the receptive fields or real neurons.

• However, the statistical properties of natural signals are too complex to expect
a linear transform to produce and independent set of components.

– Occlusion, ... any auditory examples

• Seems unlikely we can model this with a linear superposition of independent
patterns: sensory neurons are known to be highly non-linear.
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Goal and outline of the paper

GOAL

• A functional explanation of sensory non-linearities in terms of efficient
coding of natural signals.

OUTLINE

1. Show that responses of a linear model exhibit striking statistical dependencies.

2. Describe a non-linear model that significantly reduces these dependencies.

3. Use simulations to show the model accounts for a number of non-linear
physiological behaviours of auditory and visual neurons.
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Statistics of linear filter responses, 1

stimulus → 2 linear filters → output

Stimulus: Image or sound

Filter pair: Steerable pyramid shifted and rotated or Gammatone with different carrier frequencies
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Statistics of linear filter responses, 2

Conditional histograms. Vertical cross-sections are not identical. Top: Previous filter pairs with

different images. The dependency is strong for natural stimuli but weak for white noise. Bottom:

Fixed stimulus, different filters. The strength of the dependence depends on the filter pair.
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Statistics of linear filter responses, 3

Vertical slices of the conditional histogram. Differing widths indicate the dependency. The

distributions appear to be heavy tailed (non-Gaussian)
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Modelling the dependencies 1

• Bow-tie like statistical dependencies are ubiquitous for natural signals, but they
are not a feature of white noise.

• The strength of the dependencies depends on the pair of filters used.

• Simplest model for a pair of filters:

– P (L2|L1) = Norm(0, σ2
L2

(L1))
– σ2

L2
(L1) ∝

√
L2

1 + σ2
0

• Get a series of such pair-wise relations with each filter in the local neighbourhood

• Generalise to N filters in the local neighbourhood:

– P (Ln|L1:N 6=n) = Norm(0, σ2
Ln

)

– σ2
Ln

=
√∑

m6=n wn,mL2
m + σ2

0
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Modelling the dependencies 2

• Computationally tractable model (at the expense of capturing the heavy-
tailedness).

• Given an ensemble of images, we find the parameters via maximum-
pseudolikelihood using conjugate-gradients:

• wn,m, σ2
0 = argmax

∏
n P (Ln|L1:N 6=n)

• (weights are constrained to be positive)
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Divisive Normalisation

• To make independent (positive) outputs we simply divide the squared response
of each filter by its variance (as predicted by the linear combination of its
neighbours)

• This is a generalisation/justification of other divisive normalisation approaches.

– measures the input in units proportional to the local standard deviation.
– allows outputs with a limited range to handle a wider dynamic range of input

and results in sigmoid contrast response functions
– allows units to retain tuning properties (eg. to orientation) in a wide range of

contrasts
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Model simulations versus physiology: Classical non-linear
behaviours

Classical non-linear behaviours of V1

neurons (a) Contrast independence

of orientation tuning, (b) Orientation

masking - dashed line = single grating,

solid line = optimal grating superposed

onto single grating, (c) cross-orientation

suppression: Orthogonal masking

stimulus suppresses response to optimal

grating at different contrasts

Conclusion: tuning curves are
maintained at different contrast
levels
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Model simulations versus physiology: Suppression of optimal
stimuli by masking stimuli

(a) mean repsonse rate of a V1 neuron

as a function of contrast for an optimally

oriented graing in the classical receptive

field in the presence of a surround

parallel masking stimulus. (b) As above

with an orthogonal masker. (c) Mean

response rate of an auditory nerve fibre

as a function of sound pressure level in

the presence of a non-optimal mask at

1.25 × the optimal frequency (d) as c

but at 2.08 × the optimal frequency

Conclusion: maskers outside the
traditional receptive field can
influence the cell’s response if they
look correlated to the stimulus in
the traditional receptive field
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Model simulations versus physiology: non-linear changes
changes in tuning curves

(a) mean repsonse rate of a V1 neuron

as a function of stimulus radius for

two different contrasts - peak response

radius reduces at the higher contrast.

(b) Mean response rate of an auditory

nerve fibre as a function of stimulus

frequency for a range of sound pressure

levels. Tuning curve broadens and

saturates at high levels.

Conclusion: Due to the non-
linear gain function, the shape of
the tuning curves can change as
a function of contrast for some
parameter values
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Summary and future work

• Used the efficient coding hypothesis to motivate a generalisation of divisive
normalisation that has been tested in two different sensory modalities.

• Further work:

– Biophysical implementation
– Circuitry and dynamics
– Temporal dynamics of images
– Some maskers cause facilitation
– Require a method for extracting a percept from the population of neuronal

responses.
– Particular groups of neurons may be optimised for different sub-classes of

stimuli
– Model learning/development/evolution of the mechanism
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More notes on model simulations

• I assume they choose their (linear) filters to 1. Match the rfs of the primary
cells from which they recorded 2. Have neighbourhood filters with a biologically
plausible distribution of rfs?

Stimulus Primary Filter Neighbourhood filters Ensemble

Auditory Gammatone

2000Hz centre

frequency

16 filters between 205 and 4768

Hz and replicas shifted by 4.5,

9, 13ms

nine animal and speech

sounds each ∼ 6s long

Visual Steerable pyramid

spatial frequency 1
8

cycles/pixel

all combinations of: 2 spatial

frequencies, 4 orientations, 2

phases

10 images boats,

Einstein etc
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